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1.(35%)There are two example program, the following one(figure 5.9, 5.10) uses semaphore 

to implement it.(p240, Fig 6.10/6.11  8th edition,p269, Fig 6.9/6.10 9th edition) 

 

 

 In another consumer-producer example program figure 3.13 and 3.14, a ring buffer queue 

is used to store the produced item that will be take off by the consumer later. 
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1-a.(10%) Assume multiprocessors will be used in these two examples.  Without using 

semaphore functions (fig 3.13 3.14) , Explain why more than one producer processes , 

produce-1 , producer-2 …producer-i  programs could not be correctly executed 

concurrently ?   

  

1-b.(10%) Assume only one producer and only one consumer can be assigned to execute 

concurrently. Show that even in more than two processors(multi-core) parallel processing 

system, without using any semaphore operation functions (fig 3.13 3.14) the result is still 

correct? 
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1-c. (10%)The critical section problem is caused by the race condition that the timer 

interrupt will break the updating statement of list queue pointer into non-atomic operation. 

If there are only one producer and only one consumer program in running, Please indicate 

what is (or none) of the critical region in 3.13 and 3.14 example program?  

1-d.(5%) If kernel monitor(R.C.A. Hoare Monitor) approach is adopted to support producer 

and consumer program. Any processes that can not call consumer or producer function in 

monitor simultaneously. That means the monitor restricts the parallel processing of these 

two functions. What is your suggestion to use 3.13/3.14 or 5.9/5.10 algorithm in monitor to 

support multiprocessor parallel processing? Why? 

2-a.(5%)Show how to implement the mutual exclusion operations in multiprocessor shared 
memory environments using the swap() instruction.  

2-b.(10%)The two process mutual exclusive lock algorithm(Petersons algorithm) in current 
multi-core architecture, the hardware processors and/or software compilers may reorder 
read and write operations that have no dependencies. The reordering of instructions may 
render inconsistent or unexpected results. That cause this algorithm will not be correct. 

For queue/list pointer update operation may cause data race on a single variable, Please 

considering the multi-processors and shared memory environments, using the compare and 

swap () operation and atomic variables to implement the atomic interger sequence function:   

increment(&sequence) [Intel X86 using a special prefix instruction to assure atomic function] 

 

3. (15 %) Are the following statements true or false? For each statement, you will get 3 
points for correct answer, zero point for blank, or -2 point for incorrect answer. 

(a) The subnet mask for the subnet 200.23.16.0/23 is 255.255.255.0. 

(b) The subnet 200.23.16.0/23 could accommodate up to 256 hosts. 

(c) Domain Name Service (DNS) can be used to acquire IP addresses. 

(d) Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) can be used to acquire IP addresses. 

(e) Network Address Translation (NAT) is used to map MAC addresses to IP addresses. 

 

4. (20 %) Suppose that a disk drive has 5000 cylinders, numbered 0 to 4999. The drive is 
currently serving a request at cylinder 134, and the previous request was at cylinder 125. 
The queue of pending requests, in FIFO order, is 86, 1470, 913, 3774, 948, 4509, 1022, 2750, 
130. Starting from the current head position, what is the total distance (in cylinders) that the 
disk arm moves to satisfy all the pending requests, for SSTF and SCAN disk scheduling 
algorithms?  
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5. (15 %) Suppose that a scheduling algorithm (at the level of short-term CPU scheduling) 
favors those processes that have used the least processor time in the recent past.  

(a) (8 %) Will this scheduling algorithm favor CPU-bound processes or I/O-bound processes? 
Why?  

(b) (7%) Please discuss if the starvation situation will permanently occur in this scheduling 
algorithm? 


